Brochures Maps and Videos
Devotion and Religious Festivities

Discover the countryside of Portugal

Videos

Videos

“Devotion and Religious Festivities” explores Fátima, revered as
a holy place of religious devotion and pilgrimage, along with
other points of spiritual significance.

Welcome to Portugal. Take a break in the Portuguese
countryside. Discover in this video the variety of things to do and
see, wherever you stay overnight.

Jewish Legacy

Living in Portugal

Videos

Brochures

"Jewish Legacy" looks into the historical and cultural heritage of
the Jewish people in Portugal and their descendants, who still
preserve the Sephardic legacy of their ancestors.

Welcome to Portugal.Welcome Home.

Mediterranean Diet
Brochures

Map of Portugal
N3 Mapas
So many things to see, so close at hand! The map of Portugal will
guide you across the many itineraries of Portugal and help you
plan your trip in the best possible manner.

The principles and benefits of the Mediterranean diet, awarded
Intangible Cultural Heritage status in December 2013.

Paths of Faith
Brochures

Natural.PT
Videos
Portugal's fauna and flora and their beautiful natural
surroundings...Portugal is a privileged country in the world of
natural history. In less than 100.000 km2 it concentrates a wide
variety of habitats, such as large estuaries, mountains, rivers,
coastlines, open ocean, forests, islands, caves and vast plains.

This brochure sums up the places for religious worship and
celebration that receive most visitors in continental Portugal.
They are displayed from north to south of Portugal. It includes
religious Sanctuaries, the Portuguese Routes towards Santiago
de Compostela and the Jewish Sepharad legacy in Portugal.

Portugal
Brochures

Paths of Faith

Ways to discover Portugal and suggestions on everything you
should see, try and taste.(2009 Edition)

Videos
See some of the places of worship and religious celebration in
Portugal in the film Paths of Faith. Divided into three themes Devotion and Religious Celebrations, Jewish Legacy, and Ways of
St. James - the film showcases the rich cultural, artistic, natural
and spiritual heritage that can be found across the country.

Portugal - China / Closer than you think
Videos
Portugal Tourism Destination Promotion in China (english
version)

Portugal - The Beauty of Simplicity
Videos
See the film about Portugal and discover the simple beauty of an
authentic, surprising and seductive country, where life is
savoured at every moment.Pristine landscapes, vibrant cities full
of excitement, a rich historical and monumental heritage, an
unsurpassable variety of cuisine, including the best fish in the
world, are some of the ingredients that will certainly fire your
desire to come and visit us.

Taste Portugal
Brochures

Portugal - Jewish Legacy (leaflet)
Brochures
This brochure presents a summary of the Sephardic Jewish
legacy in Portugal, comprising the historic and cultural heritage
of a community that has left deep-routed marks on the
development of the country over the ages.

Portugal Shopping Experience
Brochures
Portugal, one of the best countries in Europe for shopping.

Taste Portugal (brochure)
Brochures
Portugal: the best fish in the world

Ways of St. James
Videos
"Ways of St. James" delves into the experience of pilgrims on
their way from Portugal to Santiago de Compostela in Spain,
through ancient medieval roads.

Portugal: the best fish in the world
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Touristic Map
N3 Mapas
Find the best routes for discovering Portugal! Now in a larger
format and containing more detailed information, this map will
prove an indispensable companion for you on your travels.

Alentejo
Alentejo - Time to be Happy

Alentejo - Time to be Happy

Brochures

Videos

Alentejo Museum Guide

Alentejo – time is everything...

Brochures

Brochures

This route map is published with the aim of sharing the heritage
held in the museums of the Alentejo region, to achieve continuity
in the relationships created between the history of heritage, art
and religion.

Discover the Alentejo without rushing. Choose one or all of the
following themes: Nature and the Environment, Gastronomy and
Wines, Culture and Heritage, Sun and Sea or Active Tourism.
Discover the holiday options offered by this region, at your own
pace.

Map of the Alentejo

The Best Of The Alentejo

N3 Mapas
Time is everything... With the map of the Alentejo you’ll be able
to get the most out of your stay. Relax, have fun and discover
the region...at your own pace.

Brochures
The Alentejo is situated in the south of Portugal, between the
River Tagus (Tejo) and the Algarve. To the east, its frontier is
with Spain and to the west it is bathed by the Atlantic Ocean. It is
an extensive region, essentially rural and thinly populated,
occupying a third of the whole of continental Portugal. The
beauty of its landscapes and the quality of its archaeological,
monumental, architectural and ethnographic heritage and, par
excellence, its gastronomy and wines, provide it with exceptional
legacies to be discovered through nature tourism and cultural
tourism.

Algarve
Algarve

Algarve. Europe's most famous secret

Videos

Brochures

Guide to Nature Tourism in the Algarve

Map of the Algarve

Brochures

N3 Mapas
Come and discover the Algarve! All year round, the region’s
beaches, nature reserves, typical villages, golf courses, castles
and fortresses stand before you in all their splendour. This map
shows you all of the different options.

Azores
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Azores

Feel Alive

Brochures

Videos

In the nine islands of the Azores, discover nine small worlds
where you can enjoy unique holidays with an authentic
flavour.The Azores is a paradise for nature lovers – from lakes
and craters of ancient volcanoes to observation of whales and
cachalotes. A thrilling location to spend an active holiday in the
heart of the Atlantic ocean.

Centro de Portugal
Centro de Portugal

Centro de Portugal - 4 Senses

Videos

Brochures

Centro de Portugal - at the heart of a country

Sensing the beauty around you.The Centro de Portugal is a stage
of larger-than-life experiences. From the simplest to the most
elaborate; from the most natural to the most refined, the
propositions are unforgettable.

Brochures
Discover a region of pure and well preserved landscapes, cities
and historical villages with great traditions and excellent cuisine.
In the very heart of the country… the Centre of Portugal is
waiting for you!

Lisboa Region
Lisboa Golf Coast

Lisboa Unforgettable

Brochures

Videos

Lisboa Region is the perfect Golf destination.The tranquility and
satisfaction to be found on the greens are matched only by the
quality, number and diversity of Lisbon’s Golf courses. With over
20 top-notch golf courses, the only difficulty is selecting one.

Lisbon is an illuminated city. The almost constant presence of
sunshine and the River Tagus transforms the Portuguese capital
into a mirror of a thousand colours - highlighting the city’s
unique architecture and beauty. There are so many things to
see and do in Lisbon that visitors have access to a wide array of
different experiences.Lisbon. A personal experience.

Lisbon. A very personal experience
Brochures

Map of Lisboa

Lisbon is tradition, romance, culture, entertainment, modern life,
excitement, food, history, nature and much, much more.

N3 Mapas
Getting to know Lisbon is a unique experience – refreshed at
every visit. And in order to avoid losing your way – take a city
map with you.

Madeira
Introducing Madeira Islands

Madeira

Videos

Brochures
If you were dreaming of a haven lost in the middle of the ocean,
a refuge for your mind, a sanctuary for your body, open your
eyes, you've just found it.

Madeira Island Map
N3 Mapas
Despite its small size, Madeira has a wealth of majestic and
unusually beautiful scenery. Rent a car and set off to discover
the charms and hidden corners of this floating garden!
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Porto and the North
Porto and The North - The essence of Portugal

Porto and the North: The essence of Portugal

Videos

Brochures

The Ways of Saint James (starting in Porto)
Brochures
Porto is the crossroads of three routes to Santiago: the Central or
Main Portuguese Way, the Portuguese Way via Braga and the
Coastal Portuguese Way.

Portugal was born in the North and the rich cultural heritage of
the region doesn’t ignore so noble and ancient origins. Tradition,
culture, history, architecture, gastronomy and wine, landscape,
hospitality and the joy of their people are the attributes of a
unique region. Whether in leisure activities, like golf and spas, or
business, this region is acquiring a huge prominence and a
peculiar charm. One who visits Portugal takes with oneself more
than pictures and memories.
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